JANUARY 14, 2011 - 8AM TO 6PM
TRESIDDER OAK LOUNGE

Registration and Breakfast
8:00 - 8:30

Welcome
8:30 - 8:45
Chi Conference Chairs
Wil Srubar and Annika Todd
Woods Faculty Directors
Jeffrey Koseff and Buzz Thompson

Earth, Wind, Fire, Water
8:45 - 10:00
Graduate Student and Postdoctoral Fellow
Presentations by Focal Area
- Earth: Amy Tsui, Vasile Stanescu
- Wind: Grace Gao, Bereket Habtezion
- Fire: Marilyn Cornelius, Clifton Roozeboom
- Water: Veena Srinivasan, Dane Klinger

Networking Coffee Break
10:00 - 10:30

Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Art
10:30 - 11:45
Graduate Student and Postdoctoral Fellow
Presentations by Methodology
- Reading: Sara Marks, Carter Hunt
- Writing: Rebecca Nelson, Hilary Boudet
- Arithmetic: Paul Joseph McMurdie, Eric Abelson
- Art: Trinidad Rico, Amanda Cravens

Lunch & Your Stanford Environmental Network
12:00 - 1:15
Chi Conference Chairs, Wil Srubar and Annika Todd

Interdisciplinary Working Groups:
Ideas, Relevancy, and Engagement
1:15 - 4:30
Chi Conference Chairs, Wil Srubar and Annika Todd
Chi Conference Faculty Chair, Nicole Ardoin

Poster Session and Chi Social
4:30 - 6:00
Open portion of Chi Conference